75 yamaha xs650

The standard model was introduced in October ,and produced through The "Special" cruiser
model was introduced in and produced through Later the Hosk company was acquired by
Showa Corporation , and in Yamaha had bought Showa with Hosk's early design of cc twin.
When the Yamaha XS was launched in October it had one of the most advanced engines in its
class of large parallel twin motorcycles. The engine and gearbox are unit construction with the
crankcase split horizontally for ease of assembly whereas almost all contemporaries in its class
in are either unit construction with a vertically split crankcase or pre-unit construction with
separate engine and gearbox. The model was designated the XS The first two model years XS-1
and XS-1B were kick start only, with an electric starter added from the model year on. This had a
compression release added to the front left exhaust tappet cover resulting in a square versus
triangular cover found on the other exhaust and intake covers. Upon removal of the
compression release mechanism in due to updated starter, the square cover at the left exhaust
valve was continued. Prior to the XS-B model, the bike had a reputation for speed wobbles but
adjustments to the setup overcame these. This placed the brake caliper nearer the steering
pivot center-line, requiring slightly less effort to steer. The entire fork assembly with triple tree
will swap either way but fork parts are not equivalent. The XS was produced until The last model
year was in the United States, with Canada, Europe and other markets continuing into and
However, many US models remained unsold for some years due to overproduction and an
economic recession and brand new and models could still be purchased in at some
dealerships. This provides an even firing interval between the two cylinders , but also generates
some vibration caused by the two pistons rising and falling together. This vibration is
particularly noticeable at idle. Because of a long-acknowledged vibration issue, starting with the
models, vibration damping modifications were made to the engine and handlebar mountings.
The XS s valves are operated by a single overhead camshaft SOHC whereas almost all
contemporaries in its class have pushrod valvegear [ citation needed ]. The degrees crankshaft
uses three roller bearings and a ball bearing. The camshaft uses four ball bearings, and rolling
bearings are used throughout the rest of the engine. Connecting rods turn on needle bearings.
Since the engine is SOHC, there are no pushrods to operate the valves. The camshaft gets its
drive from a single-row chain running from the center of the crankshaft. Chain tension is
maintained by a spring-loaded guide, which also takes up unnecessary slack. The initial intake
valve timing was changed in EPA mandated from a longer duration to a milder duration, this and
other changes stifled the later models somewhat, the compression ratio also became lower over
the years to match the milder cam timing, the flywheel is lighter than British contemporaries,
this has the effect that the engine tends to pick up revs more rapidly when the throttle is opened
quickly. During the later developments of the engine compression ratios were lowered, then
raised. Pistons were lightened 20 percent along with connecting rods to reduce the
reciprocating mass inside the engine. Aluminum pistons are slightly domed with valve pockets.
Pistons have three rings installed, two compression and one oil control ring. Horizontal split of
the crankcases offers the advantages of oil tightness through the elimination of vertical joints
and one-step access to both the lower end and the gearbox. Oil pressure is provided by the
trochoidal pump , driven by a steel spur gear off the crankshaft. In the carburetors the velocity
of the fuel mixture through the venturi, regulated by the opening of the butterfly valves and
engine speed, causes a pressure difference between the top and the bottom of the carburetor
pistons. This pressure difference raises and lowers the carburetor slides, increasing or
decreasing engine output accordingly. The pilot and main jets can be changed for different
sizes. The models up to use points ignition. Two sets of points are located on the upper left of
the cylinder head. On the right side cylinder head, an advance mechanism is located. An
advance mechanism is used to retard the timing for easy starting and smooth idle. Post models
use electronic ignition systems. Cycle World tested the XS in March The motorcycle's average
fuel economy was From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Yamaha motorcycle. Motorcycle
Classics. Retrieved April 6, Classic Japanese Bikes. Archived from the original on Retrieved
Cycle World. March Yamaha motorcycles. Category Commons. Categories : Yamaha
motorcycles Standard motorcycles Cruiser motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Motorcycles
powered by straight-twin engines. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short
description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from January Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Yamaha XS Yamaha Motor Company.
S [1]. Front: telescopic Rear: swinging fork. Front: Single disc earlier models ; twin disc later
models Rear: drum. XS Special Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike
This bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes
Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties

are the exclusive property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to
change without notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez.
Privacy policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Compare with
any other bike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Valves per cylinder:. Compare
US insurance quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from
the nation's top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle
webshops at Bikez. Join the 75 Yamaha XS discussion group or the general Yamaha discussion
group. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Discussions for every bike Bikez has
discussion forums for every bike. View comments, questions and answers at the Yamaha XS
discussion group. You can sign up for e-mail notifications when other riders answer you. If you
have extensive experience with the MC, please send us a review. If you consider buying this
bike, you should view the list of related motorbikes Look at photos. Compare technical specs.
And check out the rating of the bike's engine performance, reliability, repair costs, etc. You can
compare the rating with other bikes. Rating sample for this Yamaha bike. Reliability for the
Yamaha XS You can also compare bikes. Discussion in ' The Garage ' started by Greyandridin ,
Jan 8, Search Forums Recent Posts. Search Media New Media. Log in or Sign up. Yamaha XS
Forum. Enjoy XS Consider making a donation to help support the site. Hey Facebook people
We've created a group for XS Check it out! Donate Facebook Group. Jan 8, 1. Greyandridin , Jan
8, Jan 8, 2. Those are rubber hoses. Unfortunately, there's not a big selection of aftermarket
braided stainless lines for the early system because it doesn't use the common banjo fitting on
both ends. You can find them but they're usually not cheap. The RD uses a very similar set-up.
I'm sure you could find stainless lines for that. There's a guy on here with a '75 who did the
stainless line thing but his name escapes me. Maybe he'll see this and chime in. Greyandridin
likes this. Jan 8, 3. I did a setup on my 75 HERE. Jan 8, 4. Try inline tube. They have the coated
SS lines and fittings. Very reasonable prices too. Jan 9, 5. Last edited: Jan 9, Greyandridin , Jan
9, Jan 9, 6. I use separate lines with swivel ends and the appropriate banjo fittings, that way
there is no stress on the line. If your running a single front brake you could use a 1 piece line.
Mailman and Greyandridin like this. Jan 9, 7. Jan 9, 8. I got a braided line for my 72 from these
guys. Not cheap, very high quality. GLJ , Jan 9, Jan 9, 9. When I rebuilt my cbt it uses the same
style of rubber line into that short section of solid like the XS does. I used this and it worked out
well. Jan 9, I use these guys for any custom work. Not cheap but very high quality and will build
you what ever you want. ThatXSGuy , Jan 9, Jan 10, This because the caliper is in front of the
fork leg, and the brake line needs to snake past the fender and fork leg. You must log in or sign
up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your username or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? Make Yamaha. Model XS. For sale Yamaha XS, runs great and starts
really easy. Newer tires, kicks right over, perfect seat, no tank rust. Electric start works, but
makes noise. No turn signals. Gauges need new boots. Centerstand only. Clean title. I'm
available most of the time, day or night. To be clear I will sell internationally but I will not assist
in the in the process. All shipping responsibility lies with the buyer, thanks! Keywords: Yamaha,
Honda, XS, , XS , motorcycle, cafe, cafe racer, vintage, japanese, twin, , 77, , 76, , 75, , 74, , 73, ,
72, , 71, antique, collector, classic, bobber, chopper, retro. Model Xs Highway pegs. Saddle
bags. Completely rebuilt and overhauled All components overhauled at that time. Front brake
rotor drilled. Bronze, grease able swingarm bushings replaced. Frame sand blasted, epoxy
primed and painted with Emron polyurethane. Clear coat over tank and side covers. Fuel tank
treated with Kreem. New Oil suction screen in engine. Detailed maintenance records since
Original owners manual. Original tool kit. Two Clymer maintenance manuals. Technical tips
booklet from Society. Other tech info sheets collected. Photos of work in progress. Other odds
and ends included. Sometimes the electric starter does not work I think it is the solenoid , the
tach is sticky on movement I have some extra tachs that go with it , and the right side of the
tank has some very small ripples in the tank metal under the paint; just want you to be aware of
the issues that make this not a perfect bike. Thanks for looking. I don't have time to ride it much
anymore. I am happy to answer any questions you have. More info about the bike below. Newer
throttle cables, new clutch cable, new fuel petcock on right side, has newer headlight out of an
XS, new handle bar riser bushings. Many extra parts comes with bike. Comes with front crash
bar, new turn signal covers, new tail light cover. Bike is in mint condition, comes with sissy bar
with backrest and luggage rack and a Vetter wind jammer fairing. I have a clean title on bike.
Perfect bike for a bobber project. Helmet is also included with bike. Comes with extra starter.
Bike needs new tires they are dry rotted. Also turn signals don't work, need to be rewired or
connected. Comes with a new set of grips. Up for sale is a very clean YAMAHA XS ,Has about
17, miles on it about with fresh top end , all original except for the Kirker headers on the bike I
do not have the original Pipes , also I removed the points and condenser and installed an

electronic Ignition for a more reliable ride , other that that it is all ORIGINAL STOCK bike , the
seat , cables , and everything else are original , I have installed new tires and tubes and rim
strips for the spokes , the aluminum rims are absolutely perfect! Changed the brakes out when
the tires were installed this bike is ready to ride Seriously , Added a new Gel Battery , All
original paint and graphics. Had the carbs rebuilt and tuned at Shear's Cycles in Newark Ca.
This bike sounds great and rides even nicer. Was stored in a garage since I have owned this
bike since and it has current license and registration in California Model history[edit]The model
was designated the XS The first two model years XS-1 and XS-1B were kick start only, with an
electric starter added from the model year on. This had a compression release added to the
front left exhaust tappet cover resulting in a square versus triangular cover found on the other
exhaust and intake covers. Upon removal of the compression release mechanism in due to
uprated starter, the square cover at the left exhaust valve was continued. Brake modification
notes:Drum fronts on early models cannot be changed. Drum rear wheel into rear disc frame
needs the rear drum frame swingarm too. Disk rear wheel into rear drum frame needs the rear
disc frame swingarm and also needs brake master-cylinder lugs welded to the frame. Because
the Standard tire is narrower it will tend to steer a bit more quickly. Because the Special tire is
wider it will tend to be a bit steadier in a straight line. Overall gearing is not changed from the
Standard, as the two tires are essentially the same outside diameter. Prior to the XS-B model,
the bike had a reputation for speed wobbles but adjustments to the setup overcame these. This
placed the brake caliper nearer the axle center-line, requiring slightly less effort to steer. Mid-'77
the front forks had a major redesign, fork tube diameter increased from 34 to 35 mm 1. The
entire fork assembly with triple tree will swap either way but fork parts are not equivalent. Also
the brake caliper changed from a 48 mm 1. The brake caliper mounting lugs on the fork sliders
are of different spacing for the 34 mm 1. End of production[edit]The XS was produced until The
last model year was in the United States, with Canada, Europe and other markets continuing
into and However, many US models remained unsold for some years due to overproduction and
an economic recession and brand new and models could still be purchased in at some
dealerships. This provides an even firing interval between the twocylinders, but also generates
some vibration caused by the two pistons rising and falling together. This vibration is
particularly noticeable at idle. The XS s valves are operated by a single overhead camshaft
SOHC whereas almost all contemporaries in its class have pushrod valvegear[citation needed].
The degrees crankshaft uses three roller bearings and a ball bearing. The camshaft uses four
ball bearings, and rolling bearings are used throughout the rest of the engine. Connecting rods
turn on needle bearings. Since the engine is SOHC, there are no pushrods to operate the valves.
The camshaft gets its drive from a single-row chain running from the center of the crankshaft.
Chain tension is maintained by a spring-loaded guide, which also takes up unnecessary slack.
The intake valve opens 47 degrees BTC, closes 67 degrees ATC, yielding intake duration of
degrees, exhaust duration on degrees, and an overlap of 88 degrees. Because the flywheel is
lighter than British contemporaries, the engine tends to pick up revs more rapidly when the
throttle is opened quickly. During the later developments of the engine compression ratios were
lowered, then raised. Pistons were lightened 20 percent along with connecting rods to reduce
the reciprocating mass inside the engine. Aluminum pistons are slightly domed with valve
pockets. Pistons have three rings installed, two compression and one oil control ring.
Horizontal split of the crankcases offers the advantages of oil tightness through the elimination
of vertical joints and one-step access to both the lower end and the gearbox. Oil pressure is
provided by the trochoidal pump, driven by a steel spur gear off the crankshaft. In the
carburetors the velocity of the fuel mixture through the venturi, regulated by the opening of the
butterfly valves and engine speed, causes a pressure difference between the top and the bottom
of the carburetor pistons. This pressure difference raises and lowers the carburetor slides,
increasing or decreasing engine output accordingly. Post models use smaller 34 mm 1. The
pilot and main jets can be changed for different sizes. If the 34 mm 1. Ignition[edit]The models
up to use points ignition. Two sets of points are located on the upper left of the cylinder head.
On the right side cylinder head, an advance mechanism is located. An advance mechanism is
used to retard the timing for easy starting and smooth idle. Post models use electronic ignition
systems. The motorcycle's average fuel economy was Classic Japanese Bikes. Retrieved
Motorcycle Classics. Retriev Please check out all the pictures I have it listed here local as well
and may end the auction early. Please check out all the pictures I have it listed here local as well
and may end the auction early. This is a nice clean Yamaha XSB that is in nice, original, running
condition. This starts up nice, idles nice, and drives great. It shifts smoothly and has lots of
power. The tires are new basically. I recently obtained this from a local guy who really enjoyed
vintage Yamaha motorcycles. He took great care of it and made sure it got it's miles on every
year. This bike looks great and is priced to sell. I have been having a fun time riding it, and it

goes smoothly down the highway. The original seat looks really nice and might have a little cut
on the bottom corner, where you can't notice it unless the seat is lifted up. The forks may need
servicing after a while and might seep oil slightly. The starter works nice, or you can kick start
it. The low beam headlight is burnt out, so I have a halogen lamp kit ordered. That way if the
bulb ever burns out, you can replace the bulb at an inexpensive price. This has a clean
Minnesota title that will be transferred over to you, and it is licensed until This bike would be a
great one to restore, as it is in such nice condition cosmetically and mechanically. There are no
known issues, and it is being sold as is. If you line up shipping, it will be postal money order
within 7 days. Take a look at the pictures, and you are welcome to come look at it if you live
close by. Let me know if you have any questions and want to talk about it. Thank you. I enjoy
riding it and taking it to vintage shows,but I've gotten to old for it. If interested I can send a list.
One ride gives more than subtle indication that the XSB is a vastly improved and different
motorcycle than the original XS1. Yamahas is a better motorcycle. In this day and age of Threes,
Fours, Sixes, even Rotarys, what can be said for the likes of a vertical Twin? And were glad its
here If you have ever owned or currently own a Yamaha xsb, you already know some of the
things that made the bike special. Others are finding the same things special about it today as it
becomes a highly sought after "Vintage" motorcycle. The XS is a smooth-running four-stroke
that you can ride from the showroom floor in San Francisco to the rocky coast of Maine since it
was designed with reliability in mind. To say it's reliable is to understate its capability. The XS is
one of the finest touring motorcycles ever built. In fact, it's the world's only overhead cam It has
an extremely wide range of useable power that makes riding in city traffic a breeze, because of
less need for down-shifting. Yet when you open the throttle, you get a surge of power all the
way from 2, to 6, rpm's. It's this broad power band that keeps the XS a national champion in flat
track races. So whether you're on a two-lane street in the middle of town, or on a deserted
highway, the XS will give you the exact performance you want. At our dealership we work very
hard to accurately describe our vehicles through text descriptions and elaborate photos. When
you purchase a pre-owned vehicle it is not a new vehicle. Any used vehicle can have normal
wear and blemishes. Before placing a bid please read the descriptions thoroughly and view all
pictures. Applying online is safe and easy, and it takes just minutes to get a response. Once
approved, qualified customers receive a no-obligation Blank Check, which works like a personal
check and can be used to buy a new or used car or motorcycle, refinance or even buy out a
lease. Buying what you want is easier when you can make affordable monthly payments.
Americas largest online vehicle lender. Check out our rates As a Franchise Dealership, we can
offer financing on your purchases. All offers on financing are subject to credit approval. We
value your business, and trust that you understand. Please dont assume that we will waive that
fee. The customer is responsible for registering the vehicle in their home state. Taxes and Fees
In state buyers will be charged state and local taxes, title, registration, and documentary fees.
All sales transactions must be completed within 7 days of auction close. Please call the
dealership to make arrangements for payment. Terms:Auction Policies Customers with zero or
negative feedback on eBay Motors please contact us prior to bidding. Otherwise, we reserve the
right to cancel your bid. Understand this is only to protect the integrity of the auction. Winning
bidder must contact the dealership within 24 hours of the auction close and the purchase
transaction completed within 5 calendar days. We reserve the right to re-list or sell the vehicle
in the event of a non-paying bidder. Buyer Pickup A representative from our dealership can be
available for pickup at area airports when necessary. Buyers must schedule pickup prior to
making travel arrangements. TransportFor 50 years DAS has been the industry leader providing quality vehicle relocation services. The directory lists car shipping companies to suit
your specific needs. National Transport LLC is an industry leader in vehicle relocation,
providing outstanding service and reliability for the Dealer, Individual, or Corporate. We are a
fully insured, federally licensed and permitted vehicle transportation service, giving you, the
customer, peace of mind in shipping your auto from one location to another. Open trailer or
enclosed transport options are available. Moving motorcycles from one coast to the other for
more than 13 years! Since we've shipped more than 70, motorcycles to people vacationing,
moving, buying, and selling. We have our own method of securing motorcycles and ATVs on
specialty designed pallets to provide total protection thereby eliminating the need for costly
crating and passing those very savings on to you! Our goal is to provide our customers with
honesty, integrity, and confidence when doing business in our industry. We know you have a
choice in your purchase decisions, and want our dealership to give you the level of service you
expect. White River Powersports E. Model I have owned this bike since and it has been my daily
rider. My reason for selling is I bought a new FZ07 and it is time for me to move on. It has a cc
kit, Harley coil, new tires in June, cam chain and guide last year, seat recovered last year, paint
in , mufflers from central, along with many new parts from both mikesxs and Central. I have

most of the receipts for parts I have bought over the years. The bike is geared a little over stock
and I have been riding it up and down the the highway at 75mph with no issues. It is not a show
room queen, but it is in good condition. Contact me for more specific information about the
bike. Re-upholstered seat with OEM style "saddlemen" made in usa kit. Original Passenger
strip. Motor is stock except for electronic ignition, TT pipes, and re jetted carbs. Starts strong ,
steady idle and pulls hard thru the gears. Front End has had steering head bearings, and the
fork completely re built with Progressive springs, seals, boot, caliper rebuilt , pads replaced,
disk drilled, stainless brake line and aluminum fork brace. Super bike bars and mirrors and
recent Pro-grips. Inside of fuel tank is bright and clean-always run on non-ethanol 91 octane.
Sale includes original factory exhaust in very nice condition and original Yamaha tool kit.
Serious inquiries please. Grants Pass, OR. Burnet, TX. Davis, CA. Gloucester, VA. Memphis, TN.
Lebanon, OH. Alpharetta, GA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale
Yamaha Xs Year Make Yamaha Model Xs Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Yamaha Model Prev 1 2 Next.
Make Yamaha 13 Honda 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Yamaha. Model XS. For sale is a Yamaha XS street legal Flat
Tracker This bike has a freshly rebuilt motor with every component in great working condition.
The bike is a real head turner, it is styled and trimmed exactly as it would have been on the race
track. You can be sure to get attention on this bike wherever you ride. I have put a ton of money
in this bike, and can show you receipts on all of the items listed below. Note: Due to the age of
this motorcycle, it is not titled, but is completely street legal!! Make Custom Built Motorcycles.
Model Bobber. Custom Bobber up for sale. Runs and rides great! Not a rat bike but not finished
out show quality either. Nicks and dings here and there, chip in the tank powder coat. Frame is
primered as a finish. This is my American Hot Rod build primer and flames! Kickstart only.
Freshly rebuilt motor. Softail with a hard tail look. Tons of great details. One of a kind. Located
in San Francisco, CA. Peace and Grease. Questions and interested parties contact: lgmoto72
gmail. Here is a 72 early Yamaha X2 XS , this bike has faded paint and shows great patina,
perfect for complete restore or ride as is! Has new Mikuni VM carbs, petcocks, gas cap, tank
badges, clip-on bars, 2into1 exhaust, mileage is unknown but runs and rides well frame is strait
with no cracks or welds! Pick up Only will not ship! Contact before purchasing! This was a daily
rider and always well maintained. Has newer Pirelli tires. Starts on the button with no starter
kick back. All electrical works. Needs fork boots that will be supplied with the bike. Also comes
with factory luggage rack not Pictured. Very nice Survivor. A clear KS title in my name. Ask any
Questions. Local pick up preferred and any other shipping arrangements will be up to you. Bike
is for sale locally and if sold I will end this auction. Thanks for looking. Relisting due to non
paying buyer. This bike is original paint and in pretty solid condition for its age. It starts easily ,
runs good , and shifts through the gears. Petcock seals were replaced due to leaking petcock.
Bike has brand new front tire under 5 miles of test riding. Rear tire is near new. Bike could use
some polishing and clean up, but is more than street worthy as is. It has original miles. The bike
may still need some fine tuning, but starts, runs, shifts and stops now. It's one major flaw, is the
dent on the right side of tank. Thankfully, they can be found though! The bike has a clean and
clear, ready to transfer title. I can store for up to 30 days after payment is made, and can work
with your shipper if needed. International buyers are welcome, but please message me before
purchase. This bike is an absolute blast to ride thanks to it's great power to weight ratio, easy
handling and sporty style. Most importantly, it is reliable. This is a turn-key, ready to ride
custom bike that won't cost you an arm and a leg. We have built several of these Hornets and
each customer has been extremely happy with their purchase. This particular motorcycle is a
model with only 8, original miles. Find out more and watch a video of this bike at
Kerstingmotorcycles. Feel free to ask any questions or make an offer on the bike! The bike
starts right up and runs perfect. It is a fresh build so everything is still very clean. The gas tank
has a few minor imperfections in the paint. Not very noticeable at all, but worth mentioning.
Please check out all of the photos and ask any questions you may have. You can also view a
video of this bike on our website Kerstingmotorcycles. All of the other photos are of the exact
bike being advertised. The balance is due within 7 days in the form of cash or certified check
only. The balance can NOT be paid via Paypal. At this time we do not offer financing. If
purchased for a lesser amount, the buyer is responsible for picking up the bike or making
shipping arrangements. Listed below are just a few motorcycle shipping options. We are
located in Collins, New York which is south of Buffalo. COM ; ph. Phone: leave a message if no
answer, we will definitely return your call! Email: info kerstingmotorcycles. This is a custom
built Yamaha XS It was stripped to the frame, which was sand blasted and beautifully powder
coated. Everything has been restored or replaced. Motogadget Mini digital computer with
speedometer, tachometer, odometer, trip, and clock functions. It has a really nice rumble and

lots of torque. The riding stance is perfect for around town, it handles well, and it's a ton of fun
to ride. A real barn find I also travel a bit so if you are close might be able to deliver Please look
at pictures close and ask questions I buy-sell. For sale Yamaha XS, runs great and starts really
easy. Newer tires, kicks right over, perfect seat, no tank rust. Electric start works, but makes
noise. No turn signals. Gauges need new boots. Centerstand only. Clean title. I'm available most
of the time, day or night. To be clear I will sell internationally but I will not assist in the in the
process. All shipping responsibility lies with the buyer, thanks! Keywords: Yamaha, Honda, XS,
, XS , motorcycle, cafe, cafe racer, vintage, japanese, twin, , 77, , 76, , 75, , 74, , 73, , 72, , 71,
antique, collector, classic, bobber, chopper, retro. This bike has been completely "gone over". It
starts up right away and runs great. I am the second owner of this. The original owner put it
storage without prepping it, hence, the tank and fuel lines needed to be replaced. Don't let the
fact that it has 27k on it. It runs great and will for years to come. One of the downsides is that
with the non vacuum petcocks, they must be turned to off each time it's shut down. Neutral can
be a little hard to find sometimes but the gearbox works well. I am selling it locally so I reserve
the right to cancel the auction at any time. I have had some interest in it already. I have the title
and documentation. Good luck! I want cash in person. And the YZF is even better in Everything
has been powder coated. Payson, AZ. Coconut Creek, FL. Eaton, NH. Greenwood, IN. Cripple
Creek, CO. Rock Springs, WY. Alpharetta, GA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Xs Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply
Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Meet Xxie, the Yamaha XS that
earned its namesake firstly due to it being an XS model duh and secondly because of the
unexpected money pit that it turned into. It was after attending Throttle Roll that Nick was struck
with the motivation to get a project bike started. This would be perfect as he was running out of
space, which meant no more car projects. After many hours trawling Instagram and Google I
found that this model had a pretty big following in the States, so plenty of aftermarket parts
were readily available. This XS was picked up at a deceased estate. The poor machine had been
sitting in a shed for over 6 years gathering dust and rust, and was in pretty rough condition. The
bike was a twin disc from factory and after a bit of research I found Pandemonium Custom
Choppers in the States who made a Brembo conversion kit. I ordered a kit and then made the
modes needed to duplicate the setup to run twin calli
96 cavalier z24
corona toyota service
mitsubishi delica 1997
pers and Ducati Monster rotors. Hi Octane Coatings powder coated everything on the bike,
from the engine casings to the dome nuts on the foot pegs. Crabby and Sam from Southern
Cross Automotive helped out with the wiring. Harley at RB Racing got the bike running like a
dream with a much needed carbie tune and dyno. The only original pats left on the bike now are
the front half of the frame, hubs, rims and side engine covers. Originally Nick had plans to
extend the swing arm, stretching the bike out a bit more to give it more of an almost hard tail
look, however this never made it to the final product. I only chose the colour scheme and had a
loose idea on the design, he did all the magic. That said, I really enjoyed tinkering in the shed on
the bike, slowly getting the form to take shape. Everything about it is so bloody obnoxious, with
its straight pipes, riding position, and the grunt from the cc kit. It puts the biggest smile on my
face every time I grab a fist full of throttle! Pin

